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Abstract—Numerical experiments on the structure of the chaotic component of motion under multiple-cross-
ing of the separatrix of a nonlinear resonance with a time-varying amplitude are described with the emphasis
on the ergodicity problem. The results clearly demonstrate nonergodicity of this motion due to the presence of
a regular component of a relatively small measure with a very complicated structure. A simple 2D-map per
crossing is constructed that qualitatively describes the main properties of both chaotic and regular components
of the motion. An empirical relation for the correlation-affected diffusion rate is found including a close vicinity
of the chaos border where evidence of the critical structure is observed. Some unsolved problems and open
questions are also discussed. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

The present work continues the studies of chaotic
motion under a slow separatrix crossing. This is a par-
ticular case of adiabatic processes that is very important in
physics because of the adiabatic invariance, that is, of the
conservation of action variables (J) under a slow paramet-
ric perturbation (even though this is only an approximate
invariance). The main problem here is the degree of accu-
racy or of violation of the adiabatic invariance. Separatrix
crossing produces the largest chaotic component in
phase space whose size does not depend on the adia-
batic parameter e  0 (which nevertheless affects the
detailed structure of the motion and its time scale).

In our previous paper [1], the single separatrix
crossing for a particular model was described in detail.
Remarkably, a fairly simple relation, that we used for
the model of [2], turned out to be surprisingly accurate
within a large part of the chaotic component.

In this paper, we describe the results of numerical
experiments on multiple separatrix crossing. We focus
on statistical properties of the motion, including the
structure and measure of the regular component dis-
seminated into the chaotic “sea” in a rather tricky way.
The existence of the regular component means noner-
godicity of the motion, the question which has
remained unclear for a long time up until recently. To
our knowledge, the nonergodicity of motion in a similar
model was first predicted theoretically and estimated
numerically in [3]. We have confirmed this result by
different methods and found many other characteristics
of the motion structure. The present work, as well as the
previous one [1], was stimulated by a very interesting
study of the corresponding quantum adiabaticity [4]. We
use the same classical model, which is briefly described,
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for the reader’s convenience, in the next section (for
details, see [1]).

2. THE MODEL AND TECHNIQUES

The model is determined by the Hamiltonian

(2.1)

which describes a single nonlinear resonance in the
pendulum approximation (see, e.g., [5, 6]) with a time-
varying amplitude

(2.2)

The dimensionless adiabaticity parameter is defined
in the usual way as the ratio of perturbation/oscillation
where the tilde denotes the quantities rescaled by the
frequencies,

(2.3)

where  is a constant frequency of the small pendu-
lum oscillation for the maximal amplitude.

Two branches of the instant, or “frozen”, separatrix
at some t = const are given by the relation

(2.4)

Following previous studies of the separatrix crossing,
we restrict ourselves to this frozen approximation in
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what follows. As shown in [1], the latter provides good
accuracy of rather simple theoretical relations.

In this approximation, the action variable is defined
in the standard way as

(2.5)

where the integral is taken over the whole period for x
rotation (off the resonance) and over a half of that for x
oscillation (inside the resonance). This distinction is
necessary to avoid the discontinuity of J at the separa-
trix where the action is given by a simple expression

(2.6)

At Ωt = 0 (mod π), the action is J = |p|, and the conju-
gated phase is θ = x. Note that unlike p, the action J ≥ 0
is never negative.

In what follows, we set A0 = 1, and introduce the
dimensionless action by the transformation J/Jmax  J.
The crossing region swept by the separatrix is then the
unit interval, and J is simply related to the crossing time
t = tcr by

(2.7)

while the adiabaticity parameter becomes e = Ω .
Numerical integration of the equations of motion for

Hamiltonian (2.1) was performed in (x, p) variables using
two algorithms. In most cases, it was the so-called bilat-
eral symplectic fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm as in
[1]. However, in a few long runs, we applied a very simple
first-order algorithm as in [2], which also is symplectic
and which actually amounts to the well-known stan-
dard map [5] with the time-varying parameter

(2.8)

where the tilde denotes the quantities rescaled by the
transformation

(2.9)
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Regular component under separatrix crossing

n e µr × 102 T × Ntr Nb

1 0.1 0.68 ± 0.2 2 × 103 × 1000 200

2 0.05 0.75 ± 0.06 4 × 105 × 200 500

3 0.033 0.70 ± 0.2 4 × 105 × 200 200

4 0.033 0.81 ± 0.08 4 × 105 × 150 500

5 0.02 0.60 ± 0.05 2 × 106 × 100 200

6 0.01 0.75 ± 0.04 4 × 106 × 100 200

Note: e is the adiabaticity parameter; µr is the total relative mea-
sure of regular component; T is the number of separatrix
crossings for each of the Ntr trajectories; Nb is the number of
histogram bins in Fig. 1. n is the reference number for Fig. 1.
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL
                              

Here, s is the scaling parameter and we remind the
reader that A0 = 1. The primary goal of the rescaling

was to decrease the parameter  that controls the

computation accuracy. Usually, it was around  ≈ 0.1.
As is well known, the variation of J under an adia-

batic perturbation consists of two qualitatively different
parts: (i) the average action, which is nearly constant
between the crossings up to an exponentially small correc-
tion, and which is of primary interest in our problem, and
(ii) the rapid oscillation with the motion frequency. The

ratio of the two time scales is ~e/  ! 1, which
allows one to efficiently suppress the second unimpor-
tant part of the J variation by simply averaging J(t) over
a long time interval ~1/e(see [1]).

3. ERGODICITY
The ergodicity is the weakest statistical property in

dynamical systems (see, e.g., [7]). Nevertheless, it is an
important characteristic of the motion, necessary in sta-
tistical theory (see, e.g., [8]).

The question of ergodicity of the motion under the
separatrix crossing remained open for a long time up
until recently. The upper bound for the measure (the
phase - space area) of a separate domain with the regu-
lar motion (a “stability islet”) was estimated in [9] as
µ1 & e.

To our knowledge, the nonergodicity of motion in a
similar model was first predicted theoretically and esti-
mated numerically in [3]. The authors directly calcu-
lated the number and positions of stable trajectories for
two different periods. Moreover, they were able to
locate some of these trajectories in the computation,
thereby measuring their area in phase space (which
turned out to be surprisingly small).

Here, we use a different, statistical, approach. To
this end, we first obtain, from numerical experiments,
the steady-state distribution fs(J) in the action. For the
ergodic motion, it must be constant. Examples of the
distribution are shown in Fig. 1 with the parameters
listed in the table. The striking feature of all the distri-
butions is a clear and rather specific inhomogeneity,
reminiscent of a burst of icicles hanging down from a
nearly “ergodic roof”. This directly demonstrates the
generic nonergodic character of motion under the sep-
aratrix crossing.

The histograms are normalized such that fs(J) = 1 for
the ergodic motion, and the sum over all the bins is also
unity for any distribution. As a result, the dips in the
distribution (“icicles”), indicating the regular compo-
nent, are compensated by an increase in the ergodic
background. The latter is clearly seen in all the distribu-
tions, especially for small J, and is a measure of the reg-
ular component. Namely, the relative measure (share) is
given by the approximate relation

(3.1)

Ã0

Ã0

A t( )

µr f s J( ) 1–〈 〉 , J J1,<≈
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where J1 is the position of the first dip from the bottom.
The approximation comes from the border effects
around J = 1 for any finite e. Typically, at this theoreti-
cal border fs(1) ≈ 0.5, and drops to zero within the inter-
val |J – 1| ~ e. For this reason, we also used other meth-
ods for measuring µr . One of them was the direct cal-
culation of the area of dips in Fig. 1. Scattering of the
values provides an estimate for the accuracy of mea-
surement of µr which is also given in the table.

If we are interested in statistical data only, as in Fig. 1,
the computation of the J value after each crossing is not
necessary, nor is the averaging of J(t) done in [1]. This
can be used to further speed up the computation by
applying a simple relation J = |p| at A(t) = 0, that is, at
every second passage between crossings (see Section 2).
It is especially important for the simple code in equa-
tion (2.8) that was used, and in particular, for the long-
est run n = 6 in Fig. 1. With the main standard code, this
also was used for calculating two different distribu-
tions, after odd and even passages. Both are shown in
Fig. 1 for n = 1 and 5. The total regular areas for both
distributions are close to each other,. Yet the positions
of dips are different, sometimes significantly. Another
interesting peculiarity is the concentration of a regular
component near J ≈ 0.9.

Even though the total regular area is very small
(~1%), its local share can be as large as 20%. In spite of
stability islets, the chaotic component remains con-
nected in the whole crossing region.

The dependence µr(e) is weak, if any. Apparently,
the measured value already is close to the asymptotic
one µr(0) ≈ 〈µr〉  = 0.0072 where the average is taken
over all six cases in the table.

All these peculiarities are further discussed in Sec-
tion 5.

4. DIFFUSION, INSTABILITY, 
AND THE CRITICAL STRUCTURE

The diffusion in J was studied for a similar model in
[2]. The essential difference from our mode (2.1) was
the restriction of the separatrix oscillation in (2.2) by
the requirement that A(t) > 0. In this case, the diffusive
kinetics is valid in the whole crossing region. In our
model, the diffusive regime is restricted to the domain
J > e1/3, while the ballistic regime takes over for J < e1/3

with completely different kinetics (see [1] and below).

The diffusion rate in the random phase approxima-
tion (RPA) immediately follows from a simple expres-
sion for the change of J per separatrix crossing

(4.1)∆J J φ e, ,( )
e
2
--- 1 J4–

J2
------------------ 2 φsin ,ln+−=
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL PHY
where the sign coincides with that of , and is given
by the relation

(4.2)

where the subscript zero indicates the RPA (see [2] and
[14] therein).

The simple relation in equation (4.1) was carefully
checked in [1], and proved to be surprisingly accurate
in the whole diffusive region J > e1/3. However, as was
shown already in [2], the correlation-free diffusion rate
(4.2) is valid for few crossings only (see also [1]). After
that, the correlation in φ builds up, thereby decreasing
the diffusion rate D by a factor of 2. We present the
results of more systematic local diffusion rate measure-
ments than in the RPA theory (4.2). To this end, we
computed the correlation factor as the ratio

(4.3)

This was done as follows. The number of trajectories
Ntr = 100 with initial value J = J0 and random x were
run during T = 800 to 1600 separatrix crossings. The
empirical diffusion rate was then calculated in the stan-
dard way, as

with averaging over all the trajectories, while the RPA
theoretical rate 〈D0〉  was computed by averaging

Ȧ t( )

D0 ∆J( )2〈 〉 e
2π2

48
---------- 1
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Fig. 1. Histogram of the steady-state distribution for three
values of e (see the table): (n = 4) the upper curve shifted up
by 0.3; (n = 5) the middle curve; and (n = 6) the lower curve
shifted down by 0.3. Solid lines correspond to J values at
|A(t)| = 1, and the dotted ones are related to A(t) = 0 (see the
text).
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expression (4.1) over all Ntr × T crossings. Altogether,
23 groups of trajectories with different initial J0 in the
whole range 0 ≤ J0 <1 (and with random x) were run
and related to the mean value 〈J〉  ≠ J0 over all the cross-
ings. Actually, all the 〈J〉  values were found to lie out-
side the ballistic domain because the trajectory quickly
leaves the latter [1]. Nevertheless, for the initial value
J0 > e1/3, the trajectory spent some time within this
domain, and we needed a certain empirical relation for
the “diffusion rate” to perform averaging 〈D0〉 . This was
obtained from the results of [1] in the form

It depends on e but not on J.

D0 0.16e
2/3, J e

1/3.<=

10–210–3 10–1 10010–2

10–1

100

1 – 〈J 〉

R = Numerics/theory

Fig. 2. The ratio of empirical to theoretical diffusion rate (the
correlation factor (4.3)) vs. the mean action 〈J〉: e = 0.001 (cir-
cles); e = 0.003 (dots). Error bars show the spreading of tra-
jectories during diffusion. The dashed straight line is fit
(4.4) to four extreme left points (e = 0.001).

10–3 10–2 10–1 100
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

2.0

1 – 〈J 〉

Λ

Fig. 3. The Lyapunov exponent Λ per crossing vs. mean
action 〈J〉: e = 0.001 (circles); e = 0.003 (dots). The dashed
straight line is fit (4.6) to ten extreme left points (e = 0.001).
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL
The results of these numerical experiments are pre-
sented in Fig. 2 in the log–log scale using the quantity
1 – 〈J〉  rather than 〈J〉  as the argument. The reason for
this is our special interest in the asymptotic regime
J  1 at the chaos border in phase space on the edge
of the crossing region. Typically, one would expect a
very peculiar critical structure here (see, e.g., [8]). This
interesting question is discussed later in this section.

We show in Fig. 2, the fit of the four extreme left
points in the immediate vicinity of the chaos border to a
power law expected in the critical structure. The result is

(4.4)

It is interesting that this simple relation also describes,
to a reasonable accuracy, the rest of points except the
five with the smallest 〈J〉  that are affected by the ballis-
tic regime as explained in what follows. Some clear devi-
ations from the smooth relation (4.4) reveal a certain fine
structure of the diffusion of an unknown origin.

The factor R in (4.3) is always less than one, which
means there is suppression of the diffusion by the cor-
relation. The minimal suppression (maximal R) occurs
at J = JD ≈ 5e1/3, which is much larger than the crossover
to the ballistic region at J = e1/3. This is the answer to
the question about the width of the ballistic-affected
region put forward in the conclusion of our previous
publication [1]. For J & JD, the correlation strongly sup-
presses the diffusion down to a very low rate, which is
apparently determined by fluctuations. These unusual
kinetics certainly deserve further study. In any event,
such a suppression explains a surprisingly long-motion
time required for a good steady-state distribution in
Fig. 1. The value of JD marks the diffusion crossover
from a big to a small correlation (cf. Fig. 3). In the com-
plementary region J * JD, the correlation factor also
decreases, although very slowly, see (4.4). Within fluc-
tuations, which increase with e, the factor R does not
depend on e (for the explanation, see Section 5).

The diffusion rate itself is given by the empirical
relation

(4.5)

where the latter expression represents the asymptotics
as J  1, and cD ≈ 5/4 is the diffusion critical expo-
nent.

A power law in equation (4.5) suggests the existence
of a critical structure at the chaos border J = 1. Detailed
study of this structure is hampered by some additional
border effects as discussed in Section 3. Even for a
rather small e = 0.001, we managed to follow the
asymptotic behavior to 1 – J ~ 10–3 only (see Fig. 2).
Also, we are not able, as yet, to calculate the critical
exponent cD from the existing resonant theory of the
critical phenomena [8]. However, there is another way
to test our conjecture. Namely, besides the local diffu-
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sion rate, we might measure the asymptotic behavior of
the Lyapunov exponent Λ(J) In fact, we did both simul-
taneously in the same run.

A positive Lyapunov exponent (Λ > 0) is the main
condition for the strongest statistical properties in a
dynamical system, including the randomness of most
trajectories [10] (see also [11, 12]). The other condition
for chaos is the boundedness of motion in the phase
space. The first measurement of Λ (for the same model)
was reported in [13], just as a criterion for chaos. For-
mally, the Lyapunov exponent is defined in the ergodic
theory of dynamical systems in the limit as t  ∞ [7]
(as is the diffusion rate, by the way). However, for
rather different time scales of motion, the local
Lyapunov exponent Λ(J) also becomes a meaningful
and, moreover, a very important characteristic of the
motion. Roughly, the ratio of time scales is that of error
bars to the corresponding J values in Fig. 2 provided the
number of crossings T per trajectory is sufficiently
large for Λ to saturate.

In Fig. 3, we present the results for Λ(J) measured,
as D(J), per one separatrix crossing, and for the same
parameters and initial conditions as in Fig. 2. A clear
crossover to asymptotic behavior is seen at 〈J〉 = JΛ ≈ 0.8.
The latter was also fitted to the power law

(4.6)

with the critical exponent cΛ = 0.156. In fitting, we used
ten extreme left points besides the two at 〈J 〉  = 0.95 that
represent some unknown fine structure (cf. Fig. 2).
Below the crossover (J > JΛ), the dependence is approx-
imately linear,

(4.7)

The fluctuations are now much less than for D(J). In
both cases, the e-dependence, if any, is weak. Interest-
ingly, no effect of the ballistic region is seen for Λ(J)
(cf. Fig. 2).

The theory of critical phenomena [8] allows one to
calculate the ratio of the two exponents, irrespective of
other details of the critical structure. The ratio is

(4.8)

while the empirical value for this ratio from equations
(4.5) and (4.6) is rexp = 8.01, a surprising agreement!

To illustrate this result, we plot, in Fig. 4, the depen-
dence D(Λ)/e2 together with the expected asymptotic
relation

(4.9)

This appealing result strongly suggests the existence of
a critical structure at the chaos border J = 1, and further
studies of this interesting problem are needed.

Λ J( ) 0.98 1 J–( )
cΛ,=

Λ J( ) 1.9 1.4J .–≈

rth

cD

cΛ
----- 8,= =

D

e
2

---- Λ8.=
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5. A SIMPLE MAP

Because the principal change in the adiabatic invari-
ant J occurs at the separatrix crossing, it is natural to
derive a 2D-map per crossing. These sorts of maps were
considered by many authors [2, 3, 14, 15]. All these
maps are rather complicated, at least for theoretical
analysis. For the model under consideration here, the
global map (in J) has the form

(5.1)

where the sign coincides with that of  (see equation
(4.1)). The difficulty of constructing and using such a
map lies in the second equation. Note that both equa-
tions are approximate and cannot be substitutes for the
exact equations of motion even in the simplest form of
another map (2.8).

To simplify the global map (5.1), we first transform
it to a local one by the standard procedure, the linear-
ization of the second equation (see, e.g., [5, 6]):

(5.2)

The new parameter Jn satisfies the equation Φ(Jn) = πn
with any integer n, and ∆J = J – Jn . In our problem, this
approximation is rather accurate for sufficiently small
e  0. In particular, we can consider the discrete vari-
able Jn as a continuous one (see below).

Typically, the derivative Φ' = dΦ/dJ is still very
complicated, and we assume another principal approx-
imation; calculating the change in φ between succes-

J J
e
2
--- 1 J4–

J2
------------------ 2 φsin ,ln+−=

φ φ= Φ J( ),+

Ȧ t( )

Φ J( ) πn
dΦ
dJ
------- 

 
J Jn=

∆J .+

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0
10–4

10–3

10–2

10–1

100

101

Λ

D/∈ 2

Fig. 4. Diffusion rate vs. the Lyapunov exponent: e = 0.001
(circles); e = 0.003 (dots). The dashed straight line is the
theoretical prediction for the critical structure (4.9)
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sive separatrix crossings, we use the limiting motion
frequencies neglecting the change of those near the sep-
aratrix. They are

(5.3)

The rotation frequency (off the resonance) remains con-
stant between crossings, while the oscillation slowly var-
ies due to the separatrix motion. Now, the full period of
the phase φ, which is equal to π, corresponds to the full
period of the rotation, but only to a half of that for the
oscillation. Therefore, the speed of the o variation in
this approximation becomes

(5.4)

The latter inequalities determine the transition from
rotation to oscillation and back, which occurs at the
crossing time t = tcr where (see equation (2.7))

(5.5)

For the local map in question, we need only the
derivatives Φ', which are expressed in terms of elemen-
tary functions as

(5.6)

Since the most interesting part of the motion structure is
essentially concentrated near sufficiently large J ≈ 0.9 (see
Fig. 1), we can keep in the first equation (5.6) only the
second term with the coefficient 4/e from the second
equation. In fact, the difference between the two factors
is less than it appears just because of the contribution of
the omitted term. However, the latter correction would
be certainly an excess in accuracy for our rather crude
map. Finally, we assume

(5.7)

The local map is now derived from equations (5.1),
(5.2), and (5.7) in the standard way (see, e.g., [5, 6, 16]),
and has the form

(5.8)
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where the signs in both equations change simulta-
neously at each crossing, and where

(5.9)

is a new, local, momentum, and the only parameter K ≈ 2
is simply a constant in the approximation assumed. An
additional phase change by π/4 comes from the shift of
the separatrix by π in x each time it crosses zero (see
equation (2.4)). Literally, this change in ϕ is equal to
π/4 ± π/4, but the alternating part simply shifts P by a
constant π/4 and, thus, can be omitted.

The phase space of the local map (5.8) is a 2D-torus
π × π. It approximately represents a narrow strip ∆1J × π
in the phase space of our main system (2.1), where

(5.10)

For the local map to be applicable, the following two
conditions are to be satisfied:

(5.11)

and

(5.12)

The latter condition excludes a very narrow domain
1 – Jn & e2, which is practically impossible to observe,
while the former comprises the whole ballistic region.

The density of local strips (5.10) in Jn,

(5.13)

is rapidly increasing with Jn , which explains the con-
centration of the regular component near the chaos bor-
der (Fig. 1). This also explains the shift δJ of the dips
between two different groups in Fig. 1. The largest
δJ ≈ 0.15 on the upper curve between the two extreme
left dips is close to the full width of the corresponding
local strip ∆1J ≈ 0.16.

An interesting feature of the 4-step map in equation
(5.8) over a period of the adiabatic perturbation (four
separatrix crossings) is a singularity at φ = 0 (mod π).
The Fourier spectrum of this singularity

(5.14)

is similar to that of the function with a finite disconti-
nuity. As is well known (see, e.g., [8, 17] and references
therein), the chaotic component of such a motion is
always connected. This means that there is no invariant
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curve in the entire range 0 ≤ φ ≤ π that would cut
through and disconnect the chaotic component.

This confirms earlier conjectures on the universality
of chaos under the separatrix crossings (see, e.g., [13]).
The motion in such a system is typically nonergodic,
that is, it contains a regular component. For a particular
model under consideration, it was first found in [3], and
studied in detail in the present work (Section 3). Using
a simple map in equation (5.8), we are able to analyze
and understand particular features of this less-known
component of the motion.

To this end, we first measured the relative area µr of
the regular component (stability islets) within the local
phase-space cell (π × π) as a function of the parameter K.
The result is shown in Fig. 5 (lower circles). In the
approximation of a constant parameter K, the relative
area is the same in each cell, and thus, is approximately
equal to the relative area in the whole range of J in the
main system. The latter is also shown in Fig. 5 (the
lower dashed line). The agreement, within a factor of 2,
seems reasonable provided the local parameter is K & 0.8,
which is about half of the estimated value. Assuming
K ≈ 0.8, we can further compare the Lyapunov expo-
nent in the local map (upper circles in Fig. 5) with that
of the main system at J = 0.9, the latter being larger by
a factor of 2 (the upper dashed line).

Besides a qualitative description, therefore, a simple
local map (5.8) leads to quantitative estimates within a
factor of 2, which is not that bad for such a primitive
map.

The local map is independent of e, and so are all the
dimensionless quantities of the variables and the
parameters of this map. These include the relative area
µr (cf. Fig. 1 and the table), the Lyapunov exponent Λ

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.90.5 1.0
10–5

10–4

10–3
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10–1

100

Λ

µr

K

Fig. 5. Comparison of local map (5.8) (circles connected by
lines to guide the eye) and the main system (2.1) (dashed
lines) with respect to: the relative measure µr of the regular
component (lower data), and the Lyapunov exponent Λ
(upper data). For the main system, the dashed lines give
µr = 0.007 and Λ (J = 0.9) = 0.67 (see the text).
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per separatrix crossing (or per perturbation period)
(Fig. 3), and the correlation factor R (Fig. 2) except for
small J close to the ballistic region, where the local map
is not applicable.

6. CONCLUSION

We studied the structure and statistical properties of
the chaotic motion under the separatrix crossing in
numerical experiments with a typical model (2.1) used
in such studies. An interesting distinction from the pre-
vious studies (except [13]) is in that we allow the full
swing of the separatrix (–1 ≤ A(t) ≤ 1). In this case, the
chaos comprises the whole range (0 ≤ J ≤ 1), and there
is only one chaos border at J = 1. Usually, the perturba-
tion amplitude A(t) > 0 is strictly positive (or negative)
which implies two chaos borders with the chaotic com-
ponent between them (0 < J1 ≤ J ≤ 1), but without an
interesting ballistic region.

We have qualitatively confirmed the previous results
on the existence of the regular component (nonergodicity)
of motion [3] and the correlation in the chaotic compo-
nent suppressing the diffusion [2]; we have found many
other interesting details of the motion structure (Sec-
tions 3 and 4). For a physical interpretation and under-
standing of our empirical results, we have constructed
a very simple but meaningful local map per separatrix
crossing, which leads not merely to a qualitative
description of the chaos structure, but also to a reason-
able quantitative estimates within a factor of 2.

In Fig. 1, most of the regular component is seen near
the chaos border, at J ≈ 0.9. We never observed any at
J = 0, which is at variance with the prediction in [14]
based on approximating the equations of motion by the
Mathieu equation at small e  0. The resolution of
this apparent contradiction is that the parametric pertur-
bation amplitude in the Mathieu equation increases as
∝ e–2 (see equation (2.9)), and therefore, stable periodic
solutions are only possible in special very narrow win-
dows of e. An interesting open question is the size of
the corresponding stability islets.

Another interesting problem is the expected critical
structure at the chaos border J = 1. The standard
method—statistics of the Poincare recurrences (see,
e.g., [8] and references therein)—is difficult to apply
here because of the confusion with many internal chaos
borders around stability islets of the regular compo-
nent. Instead, we measured the J  1 asymptotic
behavior of the two quantities, Λ(J) and R(J). Unfortu-
nately, we were not able to calculate from the existing
theory [8] the two critical exponents separately,
because of the singularity at J = 1 (see equation (5.6)).
However, we have found that their ratio (4.8) is inde-
pendent of the singularity and agrees surprisingly well
with the empirical result (Fig. 4). This is strong evi-
dence in favor of the critical structure, and it certainly
deserves further studies.
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In the present work, as well as in the previous one
[1], we studied the crossing of a single separatrix that is
one of the two separatrix branches of a nonlinear reso-
nance (see equation (2.1)). As is well known, there is
another, related but not identical, process, the crossing
of the whole resonance with both of its branches. The
latter was studied even much earlier [18] (see also
[19]). From the beginning, it was found that the change
in the adiabatic invariant per crossing, ∆J ~ elne (in
dimensionless variables), differs from that for the sep-
aratrix crossing, calculated much later, by an additional
factor lne, which slowly but indefinitely grows as e  0.
The importance of this factor for the regular component
of the motion was understood in [3]. Namely, it was
theoretically predicted that the stable trajectories of the
two particular periods are destroyed, together with the
surrounding islets, for sufficiently small e. An interest-
ing open question is whether the whole regular compo-
nent, containing infinitely many islets [8], also van-
ishes, and if so, then how fast.

In terms of our local map (5.8), the additional factor
would completely change all the underlying motion
structure because now the map parameter K ~ |lne|  ∞
does depend on the adiabaticity parameter, and more-
over, indefinitely grows as e  0. This implies the e-
dependence of all the dimensionless characteristics of
the motion, in particular, the measure of regular com-
ponent. We performed some preliminary numerical
experiments to estimate the dependence µr(K). Asymp-
totically, it looks like an exponential, which would
imply a power law for µr(e).

In the very conclusion, we would like to mention
that the latter particular interesting question is a part of
a very important and very difficult unsolved general
problem in the theory of dynamical systems, the prob-
lem of ergodicity in the case of analytic or even suffi-
ciently smooth equations of motion.
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